
5-step method to confidently prepare for the SEBI
Grade-A Legal Officers’ Competitive Exam
We will be covering both Paper 1 (General) and Paper 2 (Law) of both the Phases

#1 - Weekly timetables to plan out your preparation

A lot of us face trouble with demarcating clear-cut targets for each day, let alone an entire
week. We understand this predicament and thus, we provide a weekly time-table wherein
we set out the targets that are to be completed by you for the week.

#2 - Intensive classroom preparation during weekends so that your existing work is not
disturbed

We understand that a lot of you might be working professionals to make it convenient for
you. We hold live classes during weekend evenings.

#3 - Reinforce your learning through ‘layering’ by following the
three-pronged approach

Is attending a live class the only solution to effective learning? Our answer to it is ‘No’.
Learning the same concept through classroom, study material, pre-recorded content,
topic-wise assignments and practice tests, which will eventually be followed by mocks, to
help you in retaining the concepts that you have learnt over the course of your
preparation and increases your confidence.

The Test-Prep notes at LawSikho have been built in a way to cater to your photographic
memory, adopting the three-pronged approach:

Step 1: Find the relevant provisions of the Bare Act along with theory

Step 2: Important concepts being explained through tables and flowcharts.

Step 3: A uniform colour scheme approach for explaining important concepts.

#4 - Periodic counselling calls to stay motivated and analyze strengths
and weaknesses

We provide one-to-one periodic counselling sessions with each one of you to understand
your problems faced and collectively find a solution to the same.

#5 - Stay focused on progress through subject-wise practice tests and
full-length tests with rankings



In any competitive exam, speed is critical and this can only be achieved by practicing,
practicing and practicing! To help you with this, we provide you with chapter-wise
assignments that are followed by time bound weekly-tests and mocks.

Here is the sample test

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18ft0TZWrZ7MlGLrgM2x-lc42XJhNsHTU/view?usp=sharing

